
Need to relocate Braidley or drop map link.

http://www.elliotclan.com/history/map-of-elliot-territory/

Need to show you my blood line so you will take me serious (joking);

There you see Clementis Hob, what kind of person do you think his father is?

http://www.elliotclan.com/history/map-of-elliot-territory/


Information in the book by Maggie's father is excellent, so do 
not bring the problem to her it was created on the end paper 
of the books. Others are responsible if others do not correct 
the information, then they are not following the direction of 
her father in getting information correct.

It can be seen that in 1974 the endpaper map was done by George Evans.

It should be noted that it was established in errors years ago, if someone can 
do an impressive job of finding George Evans or J.A. Young given the years 
1974, and 1986 respectively.

The correction to the link needs to be done by the Elliot Clan Society. This is 
a question whether the clan can act on sound information to correct an error 



which is decades old.

The above map is from the map draw and placed in the end paper of in Sir 
Arthur Eliott, Published by the Elliot Clan Society, 1986





It is map drawn by J.A. Young, Borders Regional Council. Still has Braidley 
in the same location. Similar to the one below you have on line.
Found out I am from a black sheep line, so you do not need to have my 
border reiving genealogy.

Where is Braidley located;







As one can see on the satellite map Braidley of Roxburgshire is a wide open space.



The above at the time Robert the squire of Archibald (Bell the Cat) Douglas, 
Willielmo (William) Elwaldo (Elwald) de goranbery (Gorrenberry) seems to 
be listed among landholders. Land of this region would be land of Braidley 
also. 

The clan map being incorrect can only stagnate genealogical research.

Mark Elliott                                                                       11/15/2012


